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The definitive Delphi problem solver, Borland Delphi How-To helps Delphi programmers, both

beginning and advanced, overcome common challenges, solve complex problems, and realize their

programming visions. The CD contains all the example how-to solutions, resources, bitmaps, and

applications developed in the book.
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Once in a while you'll stumble across a gem of a book that you can't put down. This is it! If you ever

get to a point in your program that you think you need to put some pizzazz in it, this book might be

just what you're looking for.It has something for everyone. It's chaulked full of usefull tidbits that you

can add to any application. I'll list a few entries from the table of contents so you know what I

mean:"Size a form's control automatically" "Add search and replace to my editor" "Remember the

sizes and locations of my forms" "Make the ENTER key act like the TAB key..." "Determine system

resouces and display them" "Modify menus at run time" "Create a readme file viewer" "Fade one

picture into another" "Play wave and midi files" "Make a customizable toolbar like Delphi's"It has 103

of these "How To's" do make your application really shine. Two or three of these features would pay

for the book. That's like getting the other 100 for free!Even though this book is written for Delphi 1,

the majority of these tricks will also work for Delphi 2. All of the sample code is on the CD-Rom so

you can easily see it working before you install it into your application.If you want to spruce up your



application, I definitely recommend this book. You'll also improve your Delphi techniques by learning

how some of these "tricks" are performed. This book is a keeper. Don't leave the bookstore without

it!

Once in a while you'll come across a book that you can't put down. Well, this is it. It doesn't matter if

you're using Delphi 1 or Delphi 5, this book has enough tricks and how to's to pay for itself 10x over.

It's well organized, concise, plenty of code snippets, and lots of working programs on the CD-Rom.

If you want a fun read and like magical code, this How To book will put a smile on your face and add

a shine to your programs!

This is nice book but I will buy it only together with companion CD-ROM. Ask sellers to explicitly

indicate the presence (or absence) of companion CD in their items.
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